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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 

Title: Improvement of acoustic and mechanical properties for thermo-compressed felt media through 

microstructure morphology control.  

 

 

Partner:  

▪ Faurecia: Ludovic DEJAEGER, Valérie MARCEL, Minh Tan HOANG. 

▪ Laboratoire Modélisation et Simulation Multi Echelle (MSME): Camille PERROT. 

 

 

Context / General description:  

▪ Faurecia has the ambition to offer a complete sound experience inside the passenger compartment, 

with technology integration like especially active noise control systems. Local active noise control 

technology, around passenger heads is expected to control the noise up to 800 Hz, where the 

passive acoustic trim package begins to be efficient. What kind of synergy could be deployed 

between active and passive systems? For passive systems, two approaches could be considered: 

lightweight and cost-effective solutions, maintaining good performance in the middle frequency 

range with local ANC or optimized solutions, improving NVH performance. 

▪ New mobility concepts, especially electric vehicle, request also optimization of passive concepts due 

to new noise source balance -dominance of rolling noise-  and new constraints -reduced thickness 

availability for floor silencer owing to battery pack integration-. Absorbing wheel arch liners and 

improved absorbing floor insulation are part of the acoustic package. 

▪ Textile materials, felt and thermo-compressed felt (Cotton felt, PP-PET, PES, PP-GF, PET-GF…) are 

widely used in the passenger and trunk compartments or for external treatment (Under floor, wheel 

arch liners). These parts have NVH requirements, but often also mechanical functions.    

▪ The optimization of the acoustic and mechanical performance of the thermo-compressed felt (fibers) 

is then an important objective of Faurecia. What are the best material and process parameters 

which allow us to achieve a part of desired NVH / mechanical quality? The answer to this question is 

not simple at all, because the control of the material and the thermo-compression process is difficult, 

being given that they depend on different parameters. The classical design of experiment (DOE) 

method could be used in the case that the depending parameters would be independent; this is not 

the case of thermo-compressed fibers production where the Biot parameters are varying in parallel 

with microstructure morphology change. Therefore, the improvement / optimization of the 

compressed felt’s functional properties requires the control of the microstructure morphology.  
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Objective :  

▪ First, this work should help us to define optimized effective materials to be applied in a vehicle for 

acoustic comfort by considering the synergy with active noise control. 

▪ Second, this project aims at finding the relationship between the microstructure of our thermo-

compressed fiber media and its mechanical & acoustic properties. Any kind of felt materials should 

be considered, for example low density felt, verticalized fiber felt, or balls fiber felt. 

▪ Then, on the next step, the optimal microstructure of the felt reaching the desired quality, and the 

corresponding material-process parameters will be determined. 

▪ On the other hand, it is also important to understand how the microstructure’s key parameters could 

be related and controlled by the process.    

 

Methodology (to details with UMLV) : 

▪ Microstructural models: find a REV which is representative of compressed felt’s microstructure with (i) 

a PUC (periodic unit cell) or further (ii) a multi-cell REV to consider the random properties of felt 

morphology.  

▪ Physical models: several physical models can be considered based on the hypothesis concerning the 

felt’s solid frame [rigid, limp or elastic vibration] as well as the fiber diameters (sliding conditions…).  

▪ Process / Measurement / characterization.  

 

Expected results:  

▪ Microstructure models representative to the compressed felt media (acoustic and structural 

properties) 

▪ Faurecia materials improvement / optimizations or innovative materials, allowing to build an 

optimized synergy proposal between passive and active solutions. 

▪ Patent / Publication / Communication  

 

 


